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THECRYFORBLACK
COM1v!UNITY
CONTROL
OF EDUCATION
IN BLACK
COMMUNITIES

QF NEWARK
•
.Introduction
In every conversation

with representatives

Black community of Newark, including

parents

of various

segments of the

groups, the question of

who should run the schools in Black communities of Newark seemed to
be of immediate concern,

and is probably

more and more at the forefront
In other cities,
already

been heard.

perception
citJes

cries

problem that will be seen

of Newark's educational

of decentralization

For the most part,

regarding

!h!

this

current

and community control

school personnel

development.

system.
have

seem to lack

In Newark, as in other

,,where large numbers of Blacks are found, Black people seek education-

al self-determination

in their

from community control,

own communities; which could only result

rather

than decentralization.

In view of the fact that the thrust
in the educational
necess~ry
similar

process is in its

toward this

type of participation

infancy in Newark, I have found it

to take a look at what has happened in other cities

which have

problems, as well as what many of the problems are which have

led to such a movement on the part of Black communities in Newark,_and
elsewhere.
Of major importance,

are the attitudes

included

in this paper and represent

viewed.

Most people interviewed

Hill-Brownsville,
,,. .

also,

this
thrust.

and assumptions which are

those expressed by the people inter-

seem to lean toward the New York, Ocean-

case as a model for what should happen here.

reason tthat particular

attention

has been given to a portion

It is for
of that
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PROFILEOF NEWARK
,

f opulation:
I.

Household population*
A.

of Newark estimated

Negroes comprise 52 percent :of total
of those persons age 21 and over.

at 402,000 in 1967.

household population;

45 percent

1.

40 percent
11 years.

2.

About 43 percent of the Negro population
8 percent are over 54.

3.

Nearly two-thirds
school.

4.

A majority of the Negro population lives in the 25 central
Newark census tracts, while the remainder (estimated to be about
35 percent) live in the remaining 75 census tracts which are
referred to as the Frame and surrounds the Core, or central
Newark census tracts.

B.

of Negroes over 15 have lived in Newark less than

of the Negro males have not completed high

Whites comprise 38 percent;
1.
2.

are under 16, and only

47 percent of those 21 and over.

18 percent of Whites over 15 have lived in Newark less than
11 years.
22 percent of the White population
are over 54.

are under 16 and 27 percent

3.

Half of the White males in the over-25 age group have not completed
high school

4.

A majority of the white population lives in the Frame { 75 census
tracts which surround the 25 Core tracts).
Whites and persons
of Spanish-speaking origin combined comprise only 16 percent
of the Core population.

C.

There are about 38,000 persons of Spanish-speaking
city; nearly 10 percent of the population.
1.

Persons of Spanish-speaking origin constitute
of those in the population 21 and over.

2.

Over 70 percent of persons of Spanish-speaking
completed high school.

D.

origin

in the

about 8 percent
origin

have not

Amongpersons with no more than an eighth-grade education, Whites
tend to be older persons, while Negroes and those of Spanish-speaking origin are relatively
young.
1.

Residents of the Core area have complet ed l ess f ormal educatio n than
residents of Newark as a whole. This is true for all three ethnic
groups in the Core, and for both men and women.
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§chool Population:
I.
II.
III.

Approximately 77,000 pupils in 75 schools
Approximately 3500 teachers,
are White.

between 60 and 70 percent of whom

Approximately 82 percent of the students in Newark schools are
respectively).
non-White. (73 %and 9%Black and Spanish-origin,

* The household population should
ulation.
It excludes approximately
institutions,
dormitories,
or other
this report "population" refers to

not 1:e confused with the total pop9 to 10 thousand persons living in
places of ~ublic accomodation.
In
household population.

1.

City of Newark population information
research report.
(See Bibliography)

2.

School population
personnel.

information

received

taken from Rutgers University
from Newark Board of Education

-4~,centralization

or Community Control?

Decentralization
very frequently

and Community Control are terms that have been heard

during the past year or two in many urban areas.

people use the two terms interchangeably;

however, those involved in

the Black community see them as being very different.
chief
zation

consultant

for the I.

s.

Preston Wilcox,

201 complex in New York, sees decentrali-

as a process that reduces the system to subsystems,

with no measurable restructuring
board and the reduced unit.
represent

Some

of the relationship

Wilcox states

or branches,

between central
'

that community control

should

of power with a set of exclusive powers
1
being assigned to the local community boards.
It is community control
that

a redistribution

i.s the desired

goal of many black communities across the country.

Early examples of this thrust

include Ocean Hill-Brownsville

Morgan Community School District

in Washington, D.

c.,

in Brooklyn,

and I. S. 201

Complex in Harlem.

1

Preston Wilcox, 11Decentralization:
A Listing of Some Ideas and Issues"
(440 Riverside Drive, #101, New York, New York 10027, 1968), P• 2.
(Mimeographed.)
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~hy the Surge for Community Control?
Why has this

phenomenon developed in the bl~ck community~ Urban

schools across the country have continuously
and the black.
children

The debilitative

is reflected

read or do arithmetic
Results
Stanford

to educate the poor

of urban education on poor

by the fact that so many of the children

cannot

computations.

of Reading Comprehension (Paragraph Meaning) on the Revised
Reading Test for the 1967-68 school year,

Newark Board of Education,
pupils

effects

failed

indicate

were at or above the national

as reported

by the

that in grade 3, 6 out of every 100
norm and 94 were below the norm;.

72 out of every 100 were one year or more below the norm. In grade 6,
9 out of every 100 pupils

were at or above the national

norm and 91 were

below the norm; 82 out of 100 were one year or more below the norm;
58 , were two years or more below the norm.

At the third

grade level,

42

of the 50 elementary schools had an average reading comprehension of one
or more years below the norm.

At the sixth grade level,

41 of these

schools had an average reading comprehension of one or more years below
the norm.

2

Data provided the Bundy Panel by the NewYork City Board of Education
indicate

that 25.6 percent of the City's

and eight months behind national
pared to 16.0 percent

fifth

for the country as a whole.

in reading increases

are one year

performance norms in reading,

to /42.percent
3
to 36 percent among eighth graders.
retarded

grade pupils

as com-

The proportion

for seventh graders

of pupils
and changes

2. Newark Board of Education, Data Sheet hr Newark Schools.(Prepared
by
Department of Reference and Research, 12/11/67. P• 3
3. McGeorge Bundy and others, Reconnection For Learning (Mayor's Advisory
Panel on Decentralization
of the New York City Schools, 477 Madison
Avenue, New York, New York 10022, 11/9/67), p. 5
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Of the 64,117 students
scheduled to graduate
those graduating
that

of the students

over 4.3 percent of students

academ.1c diplomas.

for college

This means

entrance.

Nationally

"l<

admitted to high school go to college.4

above are indicative

and most other urban centers

factor

of what is occurring

and documents some of the failure

schools to educate poor children.
is a prime motivating

Of

admitted to high schools in New York

the minimum preparation

The fi gures cited

high schools and

in the class of 1967, only 43,864 graduated.

in 1967, 21,364 received

only one third

City received

admitted to New York City's

The declining

in the increased

quality

in Newark
of city

of urban schools

community involvement in

urban schools.
Another reason for the surge to community control

is the failure

of

school integration.

During the early 1960 1 s, black and white liberals

programmed the civil

rights

to white schools.

Responding to the realities

found it politically

h~e
''

'•.,,,-

' _..•,...__.

~

movement with efforts

to send black children

of white racism,

expedient not to integrate

politicians

the schools~

The

<I

realities

. of segregated

been a factor

housing and the geography of the ghetto has also

which hindered integration

Few questioned

the curricula

·,

of that education.

What kind of "integrated

,

education"
Italian
kings,

was it that taught black children

explorers,

Greek philosophers,

while ig~oring or dismissing

of "integrated

education"

French revolutionaries,
black greats

Nat Turner and Frederick

-

"Battle

as "barbaric?"

while slurring

Douglass?

taught white supremacy in an infinite

4. Ibid.
5. Alex Poinsett,
6. Ibid.

and English
What kind

was it that made heroes of slave owners like

George Washington and Thomas Jefferson,
like

the great achievements of

over black heroes

This kind of "integrated
6
number of ways.

To (C;ontrol Black Schools,"

education~

Ebony., XXIV (May, 1969) ' P• <+
1.6
•

,,
1
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~ecision

Making and Accountabilitz

Traditionally,
themselves
affairs

the masses in the black community have not involved

in the affairs

of the school.

is a part of a larger

of black people,

picture

in the affairs

This non-involvement

of non-involvement

that affect

their

lives

Black people have been powerless to make decisions
termine their

destinies.

year period of slavery,
vation,

poverty,

This

degradation,

and systematic

Accompanying the feelings
of hopelessness.
anything,

segregation,

that de-

discrimination,

institutionalized

depra-

rac:i.sm.
have been strong feelings

Why get involved when it will not significantly
The politician

will make the educational

Black people , were systematically
education.

generally.

in matters

Consequently,

change

will make the political

The businessmen will make the business

educators

on the part

has developed during a 400

of powerlessness,

has been the feeling.

decisions.

condition

in school

decisions.

decisions.

The

These were the feelings.

excluded from politics,

the people making the decisions

business,

and

were not

black people.
Not only have black people not been involved in the dfcis:i.on making
process

in matters

that affect

. .

have not been accountable
ticular

their

lives,

but thos~ making the dCcisions
7

to ·,the black community.

ward councilman in Newark consistently
.,

takes posltions

diametrical-

·,,

ly opposed to the wishes of the majority
of 1ack of accoun~ability
chain stores

The fact that a par-

direct

in the political

inferior

of his constituents,
arena~

merch~ndise from their

is an example

The fact that some
suburban stores

to

)

~heir urban stores is an example of lack or accountability
in the business
7. Joseph ,Featherstone,
"Cpmmunity Control of Schools - .Off to a B,ad
Stttt" ', The·New
Republic '·~ '·March29;··1969)~ p;· ·19~ ,-,. .,
.'·. ..
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and economic arenas.
have been extremely

The fact that schools in most black communities
hesitant

controversi4ssues,

to teach black history

indicate

and to deal with

a lack of accountability

in the area of

education.
So it is that accountability
Community control

is at the heart of the total

and accountability,

in this

context,

black thrust.

may be considered

synonymous with black power.

!Ee Larger Issues
The drive for community control in Newark, as in many cities
the country,

is an integral

people to control
and reasonable
a billion

their

part of an attempt on the part of black

comm'Uility. This appears to be a conservative

goal; however, control

dollar

across

business.

of the black community is very often

Consequently,

those presently

having power

\

do not want to lose or even share it.
of Brooklyn's
this

Ocean Hill-Brownsville

Rhody McCoy, unit administrator
school district

point when he said that the New York teachers

of politics

and labor,

rather

clearly

illustrated

were on strike

than because of educational

issues.

because
8

Black people are concerned about politics

and power; however, they are

also concerned that the cycle of inferio~

education for their

be broken.
'

,

In many cities

across the country,

th~ public school population con-

sists

of a high percentage

of black students,

cities,

a black majority.

In New York City,

the public

children

and inN~~$.l;"~as in other
greater

.

school pupils are black or Puerto Rican.

8. Wallace Roberts, "The Battle
'(November 16, 1968), P• 97.
9. lJ?.1g.

For l5rban Schools",

than 50 percent of
9

.

According to figures

Saturday Review,
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submitted to the State Department of Education by the Newark Board of
Educat .ion in November 1968, 72.5 percent of the students

in Newark schools

.4 percent were from other

were ~lack; 8.J percent were puerto Rican,

10
groups and 18.8 percent were white.

minority

the students

in the public schools of Washington, D.
groups; 11 more closely

other minority

A contributing

factor

and the failure

57,000 teachers,

Rican.'

to the lack of accountability,

of a $1.4 billion
and 3,700 principals

community of Newark that racial

12

and other administrators.

composition

As was

are black or Puerto

and about 95 percent of

There is a strong feeling

many of the problems with regard to quality
The decentralization

unresponsiveness

school budget, 1,100;000 stud~nts,

Greater than 90 percent of the teachers
are white.

are black or from

is the size of the school districts.

mentioned, more than half of the students

of the administrators

c.

resembling the Newark system.

to educate in most cities

New York consists

previously

Ninety three percent of

(teachers

in the black

and students)

of education

caused

and accountability.

plan passed by the New York State Legislature

April 30, 1969 provided for New York City to be divided into 30 to 33
13
would be
districts.
The average student population of each district
approximat~ly

..

fourth

largest

27,000.

This would make any of the sub-districts
14
city school district
in New York State •

the

10. Newark Board of Education, School Membership Report of Minority Groups
(Data based on eye inspection, November, 1968). P• 1
11. Washington, D. C. Teachers Union, A Position Paper On Community Control
(9/24/68). P• 2.
12. Wallace Roberts, "The Battle .For Urban Schools'}:, Saturday Review,
(November 16, 1968), PP• 97-98.
13. News item in the New York Times, May 1, 1969.
Controversy", American Education,
14. Gregory R, Anrig, 11The Dedentralization
(February, 1969), P• 2.
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Newark has a total
Although

15
75,900.

day school enrollment of approximately

not as large and complex as NewYork City, size compounds

Newark's educational
unresponsiveness

problems, in terms of a lack of accountability,

and failure

to educate.

One of the recommendations of

the Governor's Select Commission on Civil Disorder - State of New Jersey
was that,
public

''a comprehensive plan for the decentralization

of the Newark

schools sho'l;lld be developed and implemented.n 15

!dminist.rators
How will the thrust
major stated

concern of groups of teachers

community control
teacher

strike

dismissed

for community control

controversies

affect

principalf1

and administrators

has been "due process."

in New York occurred ostensibly

from the Ocean Hill-Brownsville

The

in the

The last

because 13 teachers

school district.

were

16

Writing in the New York Times April 8, 1967, Fred Hechinger said,
"of 54,?35 teachers
regular

teachers

in the system, in the last

and only 82 substitutes

ratings

and in the last
five years,
,
17
was discontinued."
This statistic
in many cities.
trators

The quality

,in urban schools,

five years,

only 170

have been given unsatisfactory

the tenure of only twelv• teachers
is indicative

of what has transpired

of the work done by teachers

has not, for the most part,

and adminis-

related

to continuance

in the positions.
'

The black community, like any other,

expects its principal

to share

a cultur~l and emotional bond with the people. This would mean that
1·-5-.--Go-v_e_rn_
. _o_r_'_s_S_e_l_e_c_t_C_o_mm_i_s_s_i_o
_n~On
~ Ci vi,_l_D_i-so_r_d_e_r
___ S_t_a_t_e_o_f_N_e_w_
· _J_e_r_s_ey-,Report For Action (February 1968), P• 171.
16. Martin Mayer, 11The Full and Sometimes Very Surprising Story of Ocean
Hill ••• ," The New York Times Magazine (February 2, 1969), P• 23.
17. News item in the New York Times, April 8, 1967.
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instead

of being committed to the elimination

he feels

is repulsive

in their

in his pupils

backgrounds and values,

would be committed to utilizing

of all that

the principal

these values as a resource

for education.

18

f l\O."'

A natural
understand

outgrowth of this would be the fact / the principal

the great need for focusing on the richness

The principal

would

of Black culture.

would be expected to attend and participate

in community

affairs.

If there is a local board, then the community would expect the

principal

to pledge his allegiance,

to the local,

rather

the principal,

than the central,

The successful

that

board.

educational

the principal

philosophical

principal

will undoubtedly exercise
direct

development in others.

they have been trained

Additionally,
parents

rather

19.
20.

self-direction

and

teachers

principals

in

because they have been

than to accept staff

help in shaping

will have to learn to deal viti

as well as puppet-type

parents.
is that the principal

by the community. 20 In some city school systems this

occur because or city examination procedures.

18.

This means

than to participate

help also,

One of the demands of community control
selected

non-directive

19

will require

to pass on orders,

school policy.

and stu-

implementation.

It means that students,

to follow orders rather

Priooipals

of

a great deal of help in this area because

Teachers will require

shaping them.

leadership.

will have to be able to stimulate

and the community must work as a team.

self-directed

A major responsibility

goals and insure their

as opposed to authoritative

conditioned

and responsiveness

working in concert with the community, teachers,

dents is to es;ablish

leadership

responsibility,

be

could not

In New York a special

Preston Wilcox, 11The Controversy Over I. S. 201 One View and a Proposa1 11
Urban Review, (July, 1966). P• 13.
Ibid • , p. 14
Robert A. Dentler, "For Local Control in the Schools",
Atlantic,
(January 1969), p. 79.
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category

was created.

as institutad
in the -courts.
selecting

21

In Newark, the change of method of hiring

by the Newark Board of Education,

In other cities

administrators

is presently

across the country,

is being challenged.

in , promotional procedures.

schools,

selecting
trators

~dministrators

have been discriminated

one black vice principal,

It is only after

the old personnel

has been altered

and no

procedure for

that an increase

in black adminis-

is noticeable.
The demand for an increase

is not a demand for all-black

in the number of black admisistrators

administrators,

as has been interpreted

The black community is interested

have a cultural

and emotional stake in the community and care about the

these

succeeding.

qualities,
~.

Recently,

There are black administrators

as there are white administrators

the parents

these

was competent and sensitive

vho do not possess them.

to the needs of their

school.

campaign to rid itself

who happened to be white.

people claimed race was the important factor

whom
One of

of an

Although many

in this case, the facts

to the contrary.
So it is important that the principal

develop an honest and meaningful relationship

21.

who do not possess

of a single white administrator,

schools had just waged a successful

accused incompetent principal

point

who

in two predominantly black elementary schools in

Newark fought to obtain the services
both felt

in administrators

in

some quarters.

children

;

the procedure for

For example, as of June 1968 in Newark

there were no black principals,

heads of departments.

being contested

Demands for changes of pro-

cedure have come about because black professionals
against

principals,

Mayer, op. cit.,

P• 21.

in a predominantly
with the local

black school
community.

-13This relationship

will guard against

unwarranted hostility

and pave the

way to open dailogue and mutual understanding.
Another responsibility
phere for the creative

of the principal

involvement of students.

in developing a group consciousness

Students must be aided

through the use of group assignments.

Student governments should be thought

of in terms of community-school governments.
of all discussions

relative

to their

Students

education,

should be a part

including

curriculum devel-

opment, as so.on as they are mature enough to participate.
in these kinds of relationships
and eliminate

§ome Controversial

will enable students

selection.

stated,

centered

movement include:

the New York Teachers Union objections

around the issues

22.
23.

of due process and personnel

It might be noted, however, that the implementation

munity cont:x:,ol with the subsequent dismantling
Education,

to develop inner

Issues

As was previously
to decentralization

Participation

the need for contro1. 23

Some issues of the community control
accountability
quality of education
teacher insensitivity
attitudes
decision making
power
labor
hiring and firing of personnel
due process
racism

•

interests.

should be encouraged to think of themselves as members of various

school and community sub-groups.

controls

an atmos-

as opposed to only individual

This concept can be fostered
Students

is to establish

would mean a disastrous

Wilcox, "Decentralization
Ibid • , p. 4.

•••

of the central

of comBoard of

loss of power for the teachers

11

op. cit.,

P• 3-4•

union.

22

-14So long as the Board of Education exists,
increased

shares of federal

while cloaking itself
for miseducating
In contrast,
a position

the union can continue to get

education funds• higher teacher

in so called

reform and blaming the Board
24
in the city.

the Washington Teacher's

favoring community control,

i~g should be the objectives

etc.,

liberal

the school children

development. ,, In this regard,

salaries,

Union, in September, 1968 took

self-determination,

the union stated

its belief

and community
that the follow-

of the schools:

1.

To, provide for decision-making in regard to the procedures
and process of education which will make the schools responsive to the community.

2.

To provide the community with absolute
control of the school.

administrative

and fiscal

3

3. To redefine

the function of educa~ on so that it is responsive
and accountable to the c ommunity.

The Washington union stated
dismiss

personnel

board "can negotiate

stated

its conviction

a collective

guarantee

all personnel the right
.
26
any matters of dispute."
Apparently,
ability

that the power to hire and

should be in the hands of the local board.

Washington group further
local

its belief

that the union and the

bargaining

agreement that will

to due process and representation

the Washington union places a degree of trust

to work cooperatively

with the black .community.

seem to exist .in Washington the same kind of hysterical
that
24.

has existed

The

in its

There does not
reactionary

in New York City, and in Newark in those instances

Richard Karp, "The Siege of Ocean Hill", Interplay,
(January 1969). P• 22.
25~ Washington D. C. Teacher's Union, op. cit., p. 1-2.
26. Washington, D. C. Teacher's Union, op. cit., P• 2.

in

fear
when

-15the parents

of certain

schools attempted to have a voice in the selection

of school personnel and the determination

of school policy.

Perhaps

the fact that the membership of the Washington Union is 75 percent black
has something to do with the quality
1:etween teachers

supporting

Teachers Union, which is 35 percent

community <rontrol and its teachers

There is no reason why teachers,
not join in a cooperative

required
any

will

community people,

and students

in our city schools.

This tripartite

can 1Bmade.

have to be founded in mutual respect,
determination

the tripartite

following

suggestions

"In-school

The relationship

succeed.

Preston Wilcox has listed

viewed as a single whole.

Focus on creative differences
emphasizing similarities.
Controversial

jobs

for curriculum content in the urban school;

and extra-school

issues

among students

rather

than

should be discussed.

Cultural content - using home, guest speakers, tours,
newspapers, etc., - should pervade the curriculum.
Thinking for oneself
answers.

should be valued above "correct"

Open discussion of class
should be the rule.

27.

conflicts,

Identify values 'Without teaching
define their own.
Poinsett,

op. cit.,

P~• 47-48.

for

a commonlove for the community

that the children

will have to tackle.

is . '~-

It would be impossible

one of the three groups to do the job alone.

can

the quality

relationship

Curriculum development will be one of the most important
that

1

are involved

venture that would begin to elevate

before real progress

and a sincere

black

27

in the planning stages.

of education

existing

and community.

Meanwhile, the Detroit
is strongly

of .the relationship

feelings,

problems, etc.

them; allowing students

to

the

-16Student evaluation

of learning-teaching

Accreditat1:on of outside

reading,

process is the key.

independent

study,

etc.

helps.

Modify the student-teacher
relationship
from superordinate-subordinate
to coordinate phases, when possible and appropriate.
Focus on comprehension, investment, effort,
interest - rather
than correct spelling, correct answers. Comments on papers
should raise questions, inquire into, not punish , obvious mistakes;
point to interesting
related sources, raise questions about developing interlts
and patterns,
relate subject to real world, offer
opportunities
for private conferences, etc.
Individual and group conferences
but about extra-school interests

- not just about in-school
of students.

Learning should be fun, not a chore."

28

The curriculum must provide the opportunity
establish

positive

of succeeding
fully

for children

One has to be born black,

how the degrading socialization

people of positive

feelings

in racist
process

ands:-e reborn as proud black people.

culture.

for community control

ethnic and religious

a pride in their

own heritage

28.

and culture,

of inferiority

of black art,

music, and

into the schools .

Every

with his blackness.

Wilcox, "Decentralization

save the Afro-American.

he must be comfortable

In the case of the black child,

coming comfortable

All Negroes

group in America has been allowed to develop

a child can learn anything,
himself.

black

is an attempt on the part of

the black community to bring this renaissance
other

strips

That is the reason that the black

is being accompanied by a renaissance
The thrust

America, to

about themselves as human beings.

must go tbl-qµ_gh a stage when they shake off the shackles

revolution

to

images of themselves as worthy human being s with hope

in life.

understand

affairs,

•• • " po 5.

with his culture

Before
and

the school must aid him in be-
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2!:!mfilarY

In summary, the surge towards community c ontrol

of education in

the black community is a part of a larger

thrust

gain a greater

of their destinies.

children

share in the determination

are not being effectively

The prospect

of schools,

outside

the South,

has never been in black hands.

power people refuse to relinquish

share the decision making machinery.

structure.

in the near future,

Control of predominantly black schools,

as well as the black community generally,
The present

Black

educated under theecisting

for meaningful integration

seems ,remote.

by black people to

or, in most instances,

Therefore,

even

the stage is set for

confrontatfon.
The black community is anxious to have school personnel
accountable
iously

to them.

Principals

are e:xpected to be able to work harmon-

with the community and able to relate

is not for all black principals
blacks

in all positions.

a cultural

or teachers,

directly

but, for a fair

The call
number of

The cry is for persons who care and vho possess

that a tripartite,

and students

consisting

of community people,

can develop and work constructively

problems of urban education.

In order to function

power with black people and listening

at solving

in this

white people will have to learn a new role relationship
sharing

to it.

and emotional stake in the community.

It is possible
teachers,

directly

setting,

many

that would include

to what black people are

saying.
li~pe for the Future
The destiny
fate

of its cities.

of all America is inextricably
If the cities

intertwined

with the

of America succumb, America, too, will

succumb.

If the cities

of New Jersey fall,

crumble.

If black America is destroyed,

then New Jersey,

too, will

white America will burn in the

-18destruction
justice

process.

So it is that the oppressors

have as much stake in

for black people as do the oppressed themselves.

considerations

of self preservation

the oppressor

to relent

in justice

It could be that

may be the only thing that will cause
long denied the oppressed.

Rhody McCoyperhaps sums it up best for black people across the
country when he says, "Everyone else has failed,
29
fail for ourselves."

••• "We want the right

to

HYRole
As a black teacher

and prospective

guidance counselor,

my role

in all of this as it develops in Newark, and the role of all black teachers
and guidance counselors) should be to assist
educational

administrators

shaping the thrust,
participation

at all levels,

and positively

and a certain

students,

in interpreting

directing

that

in Newark.

I can make is to aid

of communication open between all factions

Where there is communication, there can, hopefully,
can be progress

the needs,

the movement toward community

degree of community control

One of the most important contributions
in keeping the lines

community, and

- a positive

involved.

be understanding;

outcome of confrontation.

My study of the problem as it developed and grew in similar
has given me needed insight

with regard to the kinds of issues

be communicated and the problems involved.
when those factions
.r

understanding

29.

Poinsett,

each other •

P• 54.

communities

that must

A sharing of power is possible

involved in education are talking,

op. cit.,

there

listening

and
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